Teresa Beall Expeditions presents

´Canada, with a French Kissµ
Montréal & Québec City
«during Fall Foliage
October 7-13, 2010
$999 pp
LAND-ONLY PRICE INCLUDES:








Six nights· worth of snazzy 3-star hotel/inn
accommodations with daily breakfasts (5-star
iconic Fairmont hotel upgrades also available in
both cities for a surcharge)
Half-day bicycling tour in Montreal
Half-day historic walking tour in Quebec City
Full-day scenic St. Lawrence Cruise (from
Montreal to Quebec City) with breakfast, lunch,
entertainment and guiding (sails rain or shine)
Rail journey (from Quebec City to Montreal)

This discounted group price is based on a minimum of 16 passengers (max 28), dbl occ. Reservations are first-come first-served and accepted
immediately with a completed registration form along with a $300 pp deposit ($100 is refundable if cancelled prior to final payment; otherwise
100% nonrefundable). Final payment is due 7/15/2010. Please refer to itinerary details, inclusions and exclusions and fine print condition terms
listed below. A valid passport is required. (*) Recent United airfares between San Jose and Montréal are available for $459 (as of April 2010),
or $349 between San Francisco and Burlington, Vermont (65 mile drive to/from Montreal). Other gateways (SFO, OAK, LAX, ATL, ORD, SEA,
JFK) to either airport available for similar fares. This makes for a total air and land package from $1348 pp!

Make no mistake. Visiting MONTREAL is a little like going to Paris« without the jet lag. Well, a little. True, the brooding
facades and crooked streets of Old Montreal feel distinctly European, and yes, the locals take their French seriously, but don·t
confuse this cosmopolitan Canadian port city for a fusty, Old World wannabe. Freshened up by a wave of trendy new hotels,
shops and restaurants, Montreal sings its own tune ² and it sounds more like Arcade Fire (their homegrown indie band) than La
Marseillaise. With the city·s debilitating 1990·s recession behind it (and the specter of Québécois secession all but forgotten), a
lively patchwork of gleaming skyscrapers, bohemian enclaves and high-gloss hideaways now outshines the city·s gritty industrial
past. Given the recently improving American dollar against the Canadian dollar (now about even), Montreal is not the bargain
it used to be some ten years ago, but hey, it·s cheaper than Paris« and it·s way closer.
Quebec can give provincialism a good name. Orphaned by mother France, dominated by Britain (after what Québécois still
call the Conquest) then for years by majority-Anglophone Canada, the people of Quebec have followed Voltaire's advice to
tend to their own garden. This is especially true of QUEBEC CITY, the provincial capital. Proudly dated, lovingly maintained,
Quebec City has charm to spare, particularly within the walls of the Old Town and in the Lower Town tucked between the
walls and the St. Lawrence River. Travelers with a retro lifestyle will find the city especially welcoming ² at pretty much any
hour you can find a drink, smoke indoors, wear fur and eat wild game. This backwoods vigor coexists with serious refinement
seen in the quality of the restaurants and hotels and the profusion of art galleries. To a Yankee it may all seem European, but
there is no place like this in Europe. There is nothing else like it in North America, either. And that ² my traveling friends ² is
reason enough to go. That, and (oh yeah) the fabulous Fall Foliage!
For more information and to secure your reservation, please contact:

TERESA BEALL EXPEDITIONS
530.342.6999 (o) ~ 530.342.6994 (f) ~ 530.518.6999 (c) ~ CST #2072670-40
TABeall@aol.com
For other scheduled day trips, group journeys, newsletters and an assortment of travel tips, log on to:

www.teresabeall.com

TBE Groups
As are all of our TBE Spring Flings, this is an "on-your-own" trip!
Although we will fly on the same handful of international flights, stay in the same hotels, enjoy the same included bicycling and
walking tours, and the scenic cruise and train journey between the two cities, you are otherwise free to do exactly what you
want, when you want.
We have orchestrated a few optional tour experiences (pub crawl« fondue dinner party« Olympic park stadium and tower
tour« countryside bus tour« foodie walking tour). You can make the choice of how engaged or independent you want to be
² come with us on some, none, or all optionals. Join others for meals and independent activities, explore and dine exclusively
on your own or partake of a combination of a little of both ² the choice is yours. Whatever your travel style, leave yourself
plenty of unplanned time ² some of the best travel moments are those you stumble upon or spontaneously create.

Selected Hotels (included in $999 package)
LE RELAIS LYONNAIS (MONTREAL) ² www.lerelaislyonnais.com
Nestled in Montreal·s Latin Quarter on the famous Rue St-Denis, this
quaint 7-room inn combines the authenticity of 19th century
architecture with the amenities of modern comfort. Guestrooms are
minimally, yet thoughtfully furnished; all boast high ceilings, large
windows, exposed brick, and lots of wood detail. The hotel prepares
daily home-cooked breakfasts in their attached downstairs French café
& bistro, La Brioche Lyonnaise. Amenities include room service, A/C,
hair dryer, coffee/tea maker, cable/satellite TV, DVD player, high-speed
internet, bar/lounge and restaurant. All rooms have one Queen-size
bed only. The nearest Métro Station (www.stm.info/english/metro/amapmet.htm) to the hotel (3-minute walk) is Berri (intersection of
Orange, Green and Yellow lines).

HOTEL SAINT ANNE (QUEBEC) ² www.hotelste-anne.com
Located in two 19th-century row houses that front the pedestrian block of Rue Ste-Anne in the center of Old Quebec (directly
across the park from the iconic Fairmont Le Chateau Frontenac and Notre Dame), this European-style designed hotel features
exposed stone and brick walls. Guestrooms have swanky contemporary furnishings with high-design bathrooms. Breakfasts are
provided from their adjacent restaurant, Le Grill, a high-end joint that offers meals throughout the day and evening. Amenities
include room service, A/C, hair dryer, cable/satellite TV, DVD player, high-speed internet, bar/lounge and restaurant.
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Upgraded Fairmont Hotels (available for a supplement ² see next page for rates)
FAIRMONT QUEEN ELIZABETH (MONTREAL) ² www.fairmont.com/queenelizabeth
At the center of Montréal's vibrant cultural and commercial district sits the city's grandest and most gracious hotel, the Fairmont
The Queen Elizabeth, recently recognized by Travel + Leisure as
one of the 500 greatest hotels in the world. Since 1958,
Montréal's largest hotel (1,000+ rooms) has lent its presence to
the city, sitting atop the VIA Rail's Gare Centrale (the main train
station), Metro Station (Bonaventure), and the ´underground
cityµ, and near popular shopping areas such as Place Ville-Marie
and Place Bonaventure. This desirable location makes "the
Queenie" a frequent choice for heads of state and touring
celebrities. Guestrooms are luxuriously appointed.

FAIRMONT LE CHATEAU FRONTENAC (QUEBEC) ²
www.fairmont.com/frontenac
Standing high on a bluff overlooking the mighty St. Lawrence
River, Fairmont Le Château Frontenac is not merely a hotel
located in the heart of Old Québec, it IS the heart of Old
Québec. Wowing visiting royalty and other quests since 1893,
this stunning medieval French structure is as much a tourist
attraction as a place to stay. Known locally as "the Château," the
hotel was built in phases (following the landline) so the wide halls
take crooked paths. 605 guestrooms vary in size/configuration, but all are luxuriously appointed with chateau furnishings.

Pre-Post Hotels (see next page for discounted rates)
EL RANCHO INN & SUITES (MILLBRAE) ² www.elranchoinn.com
The El Rancho Inn is conveniently located only 10 minutes from the San Francisco International Airport. They also offer ´Park
and Flyµ packages for about the same price as straight airport parking at the airport, which includes: an overnight stay (dbl
occ), up to 14 days free parking ($5/day for anything beyond the first two weeks), round-trip shuttle transportation between the
hotel and airport, and a simple departure breakfast snack (muffin, fruit and coffee).
FAIRFIELD INN & SUITES (BURLINGTON) ² www.marriott.com
The Fairfield Inn & Suites in Burlington is conveniently located only 5 minutes from the Burlington Airport ² perfect for those
flying the night before or needing a place to stay at the end of the trip, the night before the next early morning departure.
Burlington, Vermont is an easy 90-minute drive from Montreal. Rate includes free Bold Beginnings breakfast (including coffee,
waffles, cereals, yogurt and much more); free wireless high-speed internet access throughout the hotel as well as local and 800
phone calls, and complimentary airport shuttle/transportation services to/from the Burlington International Airport.
FAIRFIELD INN & SUITES (MONTREAL) ² www.marriott.com
The Fairfield Inn & Suites at the Montreal Airport is conveniently located at the junction of highway 20 and highway 520, only
minutes away from the Montreal-Trudeau International Airport and a short 20-minute drive from downtown Montreal. Rate
includes free continental breakfast (including fresh-brewed coffee, cereal, fresh fruit and a daily hot item) and complimentary
24-hour airport shuttle/transportation services to/from the airport.
QUEEN ELIZABETH (MONTREAL) ² See above for full description.
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Brief ´At a Glanceµ Itinerary
Thursday

October 7

Arrive in Montreal

Friday

October 8

8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

MONTREAL BICYCLING TOUR

7 to 10 p.m.

Optional Fondue Dinner Party: GETCHA GOUDA ON

9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Optional Olympic Park & Stadium Tour: THE BIG O CANADA

6 to 9 p.m.

Optional Pub Crawl: BASILICAS AND BREWS
ST. LAWRENCE RIVER CRUISE FROM MONTREAL TO QUEBEC

Saturday

October 9

Sunday

October 10

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday

October 11

9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Tuesday

October 12

9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Optional Culinary Tasting Tour: FOODIE CROSSING

Wednesday

October 13

1:10 to 4:11 p.m.

SCENIC TRAIN JOURNEY FROM QUEBEC CITY TO MONTREAL

HISTORIC QUEBEC WALKING TOUR
1:30 p.m. ² 6:00 p.m. Optional Countryside Bus Tour: OFF THE BEATEN PATH

Optional Tour Experiences
GETCHA GOUDA ON ² Fondue Dinner Party ($60 pp)
If you think of fondue as cubes of bread and melted cheese, you're in
for a nice surprise. FONDUE MENTALE (www.fonduementale.com)
has taken the art of fondue to the next level ² their repertoire begins
with traditional recipes and expands to suit a variety of international
tastes. Join us for a lively traditional fondue dinner party. Price
includes pre fixe menu (below), tax and gratuities. No host beverages
(wine list and other libations) available for purchase. We will meet at
the restaurant ² everyone can take the Metro from the Fairmont, metro
or walk 1-mile from the Le Relais Lyonnais, or taxi from either. The
nearest Metro Station to Fondue Mentale (5-minute walk) is Mont
Royal (Orange line).
PRE FIXE MENU
HOUSE SALAD and BAKED POTATO
Traditional SWISS CHEESE FONDUE, one pot shared between two people ² a blend of emmenthal, gruyère, white wine &
garlic (with some sample creative variations including the addition of wild mushrooms, pink peppercorns, pesto, cider and/or
dijon) and, of course, lots of crusty french bread for dipping
Choice of INTERNATIONAL FONDUE, one pot shared between two people
Chinese Fondue ² a pot of vegetables and spices simmered for hours resulting in only the beginning of what you add. The
magic is that every time you put another piece of meat, seafood, game, or tofu into the broth, the flavor intensifies
or
French Bourguignon Fondue ² piping hot canola oil, heated to 375, which sears a huge variety of protein and wild game
instantly and slightly caramelizes seafood
Choice of PROTEINS, four shared between two people
choinoise beef, filet mignon, pork teriyaki, lamb, salmon, squid, shrimp, scallops,
honey chicken, pork teriyaki, lamb, duck, wild boar, fallow deer, caribou, buffalo, musk ox, tofu
Choice of DESSERT FONDUE, one pot shared between two people, served wit fresh fruit for smothering
Swiss Chocolate Fondue ² what the Swiss do best ² chocolate
or
Canadian Creamy Maple Fondue
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THE BIG O CANADA ² Olympic Park & Stadium Tour (no-host ² metro and admission/tour costs, at your own expense)
Since 2004, when the Montreal Expos relocated to Washington D.C., the Olympic Stadium has no main tenant, and with a
history of financial and structural problems, it is largely seen as a white elephant. It currently serves as a 56,040-seat
multipurpose facility for special events during non-winter months, and continues to serve as a 66,308-seat venue for playoff
and Grey Cup games hosted by the Montreal Alouettes. La tour de Montréal, the tower incorporated into the base of the
stadium, is the tallest inclined tower in the world at 175 meters, and is a member of the World Federation of Great Towers.
The stadium's nickname ´The Big Oµ is a reference to both its name and to the doughnut-shape of the permanent component
of the stadium's roof, though ´The Big Oweµ is used to
reference the astronomical cost of the stadium and the
1976 Olympics as a whole. The infamous Olympic
Stadium in Montreal·s Olympic Park has had more than its
fair share of flack. Just ask any Montrealer and you will
hear the tales of disgust and scandal that surround the
making of the stadium intended for the 1976 Olympics.
The Montreal Olympic Stadium is a brilliant structure, to be
sure. It is just too bad that it wasn·t completed until 1990
(14 years after the Olympics had come and gone). Not
only did the Stadium take far longer to build than expected,
it also cost hundreds of millions more than estimated. To
add insult to injury, the Stadium and swimming complex
have had a bad tract record with parts breaking down and
falling apart. The much talked about retractable roof for
the Stadium did not even arrive from Paris, France until
1981. It sat unused for several years before the city found
the money to have it attached. Even then, it ripped several
times and needed expensive repairs. In 1991 part of the
roof·s support caused hunks of concrete weighing 55 tons to fall to the ground. Miraculously, no one died. The city then
decided to replace the retractable roof with a non-retractable steel one (project that cost around $57 million), and, if that
wasn·t bad enough, another blunder took place in 1993 when one of the
Olympic pool floors fell in during a therapy session with some senior
citizens. Apart from these major disasters (or perhaps because of them) the
Olympic Stadium has become a busy tourist attraction in Montreal. The
Stadium has been desperately trying to book events to pay for its financial
debt, and if you do not get to attend an event at the Stadium, you can help
take a bite out of the debt by taking a guided tour of the complex.
Together, we will depart from the Fairmont Queen Elizabeth Metro Station
(Bonaventure) to the Olympic Park Métro station (Viau). Once there, tours
leave daily from the swimming complex lobby: ADULT PRICES: Stadium
guided tour (30 min) $8 pp; Montreal Tower Observatory (30 min) $15 pp;
Combo ticket for both (70 min) $19. Seniors over 65 years (or older) are
nearly half price. The Stadium·s natatorium (with six different pools) is
impressive ² one pool has an adjustable bottom, one is 49 feet deep for
scuba diving. There is also a free shuttle bus from the Olympic Park to the
Botanical Gardens, also worth a visit. For more information:
www.rio.gouv.qc.ca
OFF THE BEATEN PATH ² Countryside bus tour ($55 pp)
Travel back in time to rural Québec and enjoy the view as you take the off
the beaten path along 40 kilometers of the Chemin du Roy to Sainte-Annede-Beaupré. You·ll pass through many traditional villages of rural Québec
with three included stops: Basilica and shrine of Sainte-Annede-Beaupré, Montmorency Falls, and the Island of Orléans,
discovered by Jacques Cartier in 1535 and home of the picturesque 19th century rural atmospheric village of Sainte-Pétronille.
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BASILICAS AND BREWS ² Pub Crawl (no host event ² beer and snack purchases, at your own expense)
Crawling together, we·ll set out on a mapped path no-host beer tasting expedition (passing historic churches, cathedrals and,
yes, a basilica enroute). You are in charge of purchasing your own beer, drinks and snacks along the way. Pub crawlers can go
the full distance or fall out when they get too tired or too
full. Be prepared for a wild night! We·ll take the Metro to
the Place d·Armes station and walk to Pub St. Paul
(www.pubstpaul.com)124 Rue St. Paul E.t) a drinking
establishment situated along the cobblestone streets of Old
Montreal (happy hour 4-7 pm). After a pint, we·ll head for
a quick view of the nearby Notre-Dame Basilica (one of the
oldest Cathedrals in North America) and then jaunt over to
Christ Church Cathedral. Further a field, we land at the Le
Vieux Dublin Pub (http://dublinpub.ca ² one of Montreal's
oldest and best-loved Irish pubs, and a popular destination
among locals long before Old World-style pubs became the
rage). After sampling a Guinness or a Harp, you can head
back to the Fairmont (only a couple of blocks away), or
continue to hit the pavement to the Basilica Marie-Reine du
Monde (a 19th-century cathedral modeled on Saint Peter·s
Basilica in Rome). From there, we·re only a hop, skip and a
jump from Rue Crescent (a long street of pubs, cafes, restaurants and night clubs). First up on this street (and our third pub
stop) is Brutopia Brew Pub (www.brutopia.net ² #1219 Rue Crescent), specializing in microbrew English ales, but they also
serve lager, stout, porter and various seasonal specialties, all created onsite. Next door, the Madhatter Saloon (#1220 Rue
Crescent) prides itself on its unpretentious wacky-weird atmosphere and attracts a loyal customer base with its range of Molson,
microbrewed and imported beers on tap as well as a simple menu of sandwiches, hamburgers, hot dogs, poutine (french fries
with cheese curds and gravy). A few doors down, another one of Montreal's most popular Irish pubs, Hurleys Irish Pub
(www.hurleysirishpub.com ² #1225 Rue Crescent) is the place to be for whiskey drinkers, and they also offer a number of
beers on tap including several from Quebec's McAuslan Brewery. The final stop is Sir Winston Churchill (www.winniesbar.com
² #1445 Rue Crescent, established in 1967) to shoot some pool and grab a pint on the ground floor pub, head upstairs to
Winnie·s restaurant/cigar lounge, and/or continue to the top floor to Katrina·s, a wine bar catering to patrons looking for
something other than the beer and pub experience. A few doors down (for deep fried pub fare to satisfy a crawler·s beer belly)
check out London Pub. When you·re done, walk-taxi-metro back to your hotel on your own.
FOODIE CROSSING
Culinary Tasting Tour ($50 pp)
Throughout the years, the food of Quebec has been influenced by
Amerindian, British, and French cuisines. This exclusive Foodie
Walking/Tasting Tour offers the opportunity to discover these different
culinary and cultural traditions ² one mouth-watering taste at a time.
Join us as we explore the winding streets of historic Quebec City,
seeking out local artisans and their foods and specialty shops such as
Société des alcohols du Québec, grocers, chocolatieres, cafes,
restaurants and bakeries. The tour encompasses a narrated glimpse of
Quebec City·s rich history, treasures architecture, hidden parks, and
historic homes. What·s on the menu? A little sip and taste of local
wines and beers, chocolate, cheeses, pastries, crepes, vegetarian
delicacies and more ² you·ll sample them all. Accompanied by a local
professional guide, come discover the picturesque Saint Jean district
while enjoying the pleasure of tasting authentic Quebec cuisine.
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Tour Package Inclusions ² $999 per person (dbl occ)







Six (6) nights accommodations ² 3 nights in Montreal (Le Relais Lyonnais) and 3 nights in Quebec City (Hotel St Anne)
Daily breakfasts throughout
Two half-day tours (a bicycling tour in Montreal, and a historic walking tour in Quebec City)
Full-day scenic St. Lawrence River cruise aboard the CAVALIER MAXIM (www.croisieresaml.com) from Montreal to Quebec
City (including breakfast, lunch, entertainment and guiding)
Half-day scenic train journey from Quebec City to Montreal (either 1:10 ² 4:11 p.m., or 5:30 ² 8:56 p.m.)
All service charges and governmental taxes

Available Upgrades





Montreal ² ´suiteµ upgrade at the LE RELAIS LYONNAIS ² $150 pp surcharge ² SOLD OUT
Montreal ² hotel upgrade to the FAIRMONT QUEEN ELIZABETH ² $250 pp surcharge
Quebec City ² hotel upgrade to the FAIRMONT LE CHATEAU FRONTENAC ² $300 pp surcharge
Train Journey between Quebec City and Montreal ² upgrade to BUSINESS CLASS ² $100 pp surcharge

Exclusions












International R/T flight between USA and Montreal. (*) Use your frequent flyer miles or inquire about fares from various
gateways directly into either Montreal or into Burlington, Vermont (which qualifies as a domestic ticket, and from there drive
(with us) the 70 miles to/from Montreal with a pre/port night at the Marriott Courtyard)
Meals, other than the included daily breakfasts at the hotels
Ground transfers (with a small group, it was be less expensive to utilize local taxis at everyone·s expense rather than charter a bus
between hotels, airports, and trains stations and add it to the package cost.)
Optional Tour Experiences (as indicated above, on pages 3, 4 and 5).
Optional Travel Insurance ² Deluxe Plan includes trip cancellation, trip interruption, trip delay, baggage ($1500), baggage delay,
emergency accident/sickness medical ($50,000), evacuation/repatriation ($250,000), accidental death ($25,000) and 24-hour
travel assistance services. PREMIUM COST is determined by total land/flight cost: $49 pp ($501-$1000 coverage); $69 pp
($1001-$1500); $89 pp ($1501-$2000); $199 pp ($2001-$2500). More info: TRAVEL INSURED (www.travelinsured.com)
Gratuities to hotel bellman (recommended $1 for each piece of luggage handled)
Gratuities to guides (recommended $3 to $5 pp for each half-day tour)
Personal expenditures, i.e. laundry, telephone bills, room charges, in-room movies, beverages of any kind, souvenirs etc.
FOR SAN FRANCISCO PASSENGERS: Optional Park & Fly Package (including hotel, parking, airport shuttle and departure
snack) at EL RANCHO INN in Millbrae. $145 per room (dbl occ. with parking); $90 per room (dbl occ. without parking).
Depending on the flight schedule, you can choose to stay overnight on either the night before departure or the night of return.

The Fine Print








PRICE: The tour price is based on double occupancy and a minimum of 16 participants (max 28). The price is guaranteed, but if (due to
unforeseen circumstances beyond the control of Teresa Beall Expeditions) our suppliers increase the costs, we will adjust the price accordingly.
The price of the airfare portion is subject to change until air tickets are issued. Should the number of participants be lower than the published
minimum, the price will be adjusted accordingly or the tour will be canceled.
DEPOSIT AND PAYMENT POLICY: A $300 pp deposit is due at the time of reservation ($100 is refundable if cancelled prior to final
payment; otherwise 100% nonrefundable). Final payment due 7/15/2010. Checks to be made payable to Teresa Beall Expeditions.
CANCELLATION & REFUNDS: For cancellation more than 90 days prior to departure, a cancellation fee of $200 tour cost will apply. For
cancellation less than 90 days prior to departure, a 100% cancellation fee of the tour cost will apply. No refunds paid for unused services such
as transfers, sightseeing, meals, hotel accommodation, entrance fees, and others that are listed in the tour program.
LAND ARRANGEMENTS: We reserve the right to change the itinerary due to unforeseen circumstances. In all cases, Teresa Beall Expeditions
will do their best to maintain tour content. We reserve the right to change the hotel listed for another of similar quality.
RESPONSIBILITY & LIABILITY: Whereas Teresa Beall Expeditions operate the program only as an agent of the aircraft, hotel, bus operators,
local sight-seeing contractors and others who provide actual land arrangements, we are not liable for any act, omission, delay, injury, loss or
damage or nonperformance occurring in connection with these tours. The Passenger contract in use by the airline concerned, when issued,
shall constitute the sole contract between the airline and the purchaser of the tours and/or passenger. Teresa Beall Expeditions reserves the
right to bring legal action to collect damages in the event that the purchaser fails to pay any fees due for services, including cancellation fees as
listed in 'Cancellations & Refunds'. The parties agree that should legal action be commenced, the prevailing party will be entitled to reasonable
attorney fees and court costs in addition to the actual damages sustained and proven.
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µCanada, with a French Kissµ
Passenger Responsibility:

Passenger has read the above exclusions, inclusions, and fine print (terms and conditions) and
agrees to each of them, and hereby warrants that he/she fully understands each of them. Specifically the passenger understands that
should he/she cancel the trip for any reason, he/she will be charged the cancellation fee set out in the 'Cancellations & Refunds'
section in the Fine Print details.

Passport and Documentation: Your passport must be valid for at least six months with at least two empty pages.
Entire Agreement Severability: This is the entire agreement of the parties and it may be amended only by written

agreement signed by both Teresa Beall Expeditions and the client. If any part of this agreement is held unenforceable by a court of
law, the rest of this agreement will nevertheless remain in force and effect.

Travel Insurance: Travel insurance is not included in the tour price. It is the passenger's responsibility to verify whether
his/her local health insurance provides coverage while out of the USA. Please contact your insurance carrier for details. Teresa Beall
Expeditions highly recommends the purchase of comprehensive travel insurance, which covers health, luggage and trip cancellation.
A waiver must be signed if insurance is declined.
EXACT PASSPORT SPELLING of First name ________________ Middle name _________ Last name __________________________
Address__________________________________________________________ Traveling with _________________________________
City __________________________________________ State __________ Zip _____________ Date of Birth _____________________
Home Phone ____________________________ Cell Phone ____________________________ E-mail ___________________________
Nationality ____________ Passport number ___________________________________ Valid until ____________________________
Emergency Contact (relationship) _____________________________________________ Phone ______________________________
PRE/POST PACKAGE HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS (including taxes and daily breakfast)
El Rancho Inn (Oct 6) ² $75 pp more (dbl occ)
Burlington Fairfield Inn and Suites (Oct 6) ² $75 pp more (dbl occ)
Fairmont Queen Elizabeth (Oct 6) ² $165 pp more (dbl occ)
Montreal Fairfield Inn and Suites (Oct 13) ² $75 pp more (dbl occ)
Burlington Fairfield Inn and Suites (Oct 13) ² $75 pp more (dbl occ)
Fairmont Queen Elizabeth (Oct 13) ² $165 pp more (dbl occ)
BED CONFIGURATION (requested, but not guaranteed)?

Park and Fly _____
Yes _____
Yes _____
Yes _____
Yes _____
Yes _____

One Bed (Queen/King Bed) ______

No _____
No _____
No _____
No _____
No _____
No _____

Two Beds (Twins/Dbls) _____

OPTIONAL UPGRADES
Montreal Hotel Upgrade ² QUEEN ELIZABETH ² $250 pp more
Quebec City Hotel Upgrade ² LE CHATEAU FRONTENAC ² $300 pp more
Train Journey Business Class Upgrade ² $100 pp more. Info: VIA RAIL (www.viarail.ca)

Yes _______
Yes _______
Yes _______

No _____
No _____
No _____

OPTIONAL TOUR EXPERIENCES
# 1 ² Getcha Gouda On ² $60 pp more
# 2 ² The Big O-Canada ² No Host
# 3 ² Basilicas and Brews ² No Host
# 4 ² Off the Beaten Path ² $55 pp more
# 6 ² Foodie Crossing ² $50 pp more

Yes _______
Yes _______
Yes _______
Yes _______
Yes _______

No _____
No _____
No _____
No _____
No _____

NEED HELP WITH FLIGHTS?

Yes ___ No ____ Gateway _____________ Airline preference __________ FF# _______________

OPTIONAL TRAVEL INSURANCE ___ $49 pp ($501 to $1000 coverage)
___ $89 pp ($1501 to $2000 coverage)

___ $69 pp ($1001 to $1500 coverage) No ____
___ $199 pp ($2001 to $2500 coverage)
NOTE: If declined, you are fully responsible for fees associated due to cancellation/medical necessities/lost baggage/delayed flights, etc.
I hereby sign and agree to the terms and conditions attached to this form:
Signature ____________________________________________________________ Date ___________________________________
IMPORTANT ² Please sign this form and return it with a check for $300 pp, payable to Teresa Beall Expeditions.
SEND CHECK TO: TERESA BEALL EXPEDITIONS @ 2724 Pillsbury Rd, Chico, CA 95973

"Travel is more than the seeing of sights; it is a change that goes on, deep and permanent, in the ideas of living." z Miriam Beard
Teresa Beall Expeditions
2724 Pillsbury Road ~ Chico, California 95973
CST License # 207267040 ~ California License # OG82158

530.342.6999 (o) ~ 530.342.6994 (f)
530.518.6999 (c)
www.TeresaBeall.com

